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Abstract | Specialization and inheritance are well-known concepts in the area of object-oriented

modelling and knowledge representation. However, certain aspects of these concepts lack formal foundations. In particular, when properties of di erent classes are semantically related, several different
semantics are possible for the inherited properties, and a choice is necessary. Conventional systems
impose an a priori solution that supports only one of the possible semantics of inheritance. In this
paper, we present constructs that allow to di erentiate between the possible semantics of inheritance,
in a formal and sound way. Our approach is based on a structured view of the real world and a model
for its representation. By necessity, the model only partly represents the real world. Thus, reasoning in the model is done with reference to the real world. We introduce restriction isa, a form of
specialization that represents property restriction, and demonstrate that it can be a useful conceptual
modelling mechanism. We employ restriction isa to formally de ne property inheritance. Reasoning in
our model is done through a number of inference rules that re ect real world constraints. These rules
allow for sound derivations both at the instance and schema levels. At the schema level, in particular,
these rules allow us to relate inherited properties to other properties through restriction-isa and isa
relations. Such relations not only give useful information about the inherited properties but also re ne
c 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd
the values of these properties. Copyright 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Specialization and inheritance are well-established mechanisms in object-oriented modelling and
in conceptual modelling 8, 17, 20, 25]. Inheritance typically takes place from classes to instances:
a class is a container of information common to its instances and each instance inherits a number
of properties by class membership 22].
Specialization hierarchies, on the other hand, allow the organization of classes in a way that
a subclass contains only declarations of properties that do not appear in its superclasses. This
implies that a class declaration may not contain explicitly all information common to the class
instances and specialization should be consulted in order to obtain a complete set of properties for
the class instances. In a sense, we can say that a class inherits all properties that appear in its
superclasses. This is because each instance of a class is also an instance of its superclasses.
This approach is unambiguous in the case that (i) the local properties of the subclass are not
related semantically to the properties of its superclasses, and (ii) the properties inherited by the
subclass from its superclasses are not semantically related among themselves. As an example of (i),
assume that the class Person has the property address and its subclass Employee has the property
salary. As these two properties are not semantically related, inheritance of address by the subclass
Employee presents no problem.
However, in cases other than (i) and (ii) above, inheritance may pose problems, as several
different semantics are possible for the inherited properties. For example, assume that the class
Vehicle factory refers to factories producing vehicles, and that Vehicle factory has a subclass
Car factory that refers to factories producing cars. Moreover, assume that Vehicle factory has a
property produces that takes values in class Vehicle, whereas Car factory has a property produces
that takes values in class Car. Clearly, these two properties are related semantically, and there
might be some confusion as to the interpretation of class Car factory.
y
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Indeed, an instance o of Car factory inherits the property produces of Car factory by being
an instance of the class. However, as o is also an instance of Vehicle factory, it also inherits the
property produces of Vehicle factory. This leads to two possible interpretations of Car factory:
Option 1: A car factory produces cars but can also produce vehicles other than cars.
Option 2: A car factory produces only cars.
Option 1 represents a \liberal" interpretation of Car factory, as it allows instances of Car
factory that produce vehicles other than cars. Option 2 represents a \conservative" interpretation,
as it forces instances of Car factory to produce cars only. In this case, we can say that the
property produces of Car factory \renes" the property produces inherited from Vehicle factory.
\Renement" here is interpreted as value restriction.
Note that both options 1 and 2 are consistent with the so-called \strict inheritance". Namely,
a class denition can only add new properties or restrict the value of the property inherited from
a superclass.
Now the question is how to indicate to the system which of the two options gives the desired
semantics for Car factory. Conventional data models, such as 1, 3, 13, 15, 27, 28, 29] provide
specialization mechanisms that support only one of the two options (see also Section 7). We
believe that both options should be supported, as the appropriate option depends on the desired
class semantics. Moreover, we believe that an a priori choice of one or the other option can lead to
problems. For example, suppose that Option 1 is imposed by the system as the semantics of Car
factory, and that it is Option 2 that really represents the intended semantics. Such a situation
can lead to problems for two reasons. First, because it allows the insertion of invalid information
(insertion of a particular car factory that produces a vehicle other than car). Second, because
it may lead the casual user who is browsing through the schema to a false interpretation of Car
factory. Similar problems arise if Option 2 is imposed by the system and it is Option 1 that really
represents the intended semantics.
In this paper, we present a model that dierentiates class semantics with respect to property
inheritance. We introduce the restriction isa relation (denoted Risa), a form of specialization that
represents property restriction. We demonstrate that restriction isa can be a powerful and useful
conceptual modelling mechanism. We further employ Risa in formalizing property inheritance by
specialization, a notion that generally lacks formal foundations and is mostly dened and used
empirically.
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Fig. 1: Example of Multiple Semantics of Property Inheritance

To get a feeling of how Risa can dierentiate between the possible semantics of inheritance, refer
to Figure 1, where thin arrows represent properties of classes. Properties can be related through
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the usual isa relation or through the restriction isa (these two relations are denoted by dierent
types of arrows as shown in the gure). The class Painting collector has a property collects that
is related to the property collects of its superclass Art collector by a usual isa relation (declared
by the user). This declaration indicates that the semantics of Painting collector is as in Option 1.
In other words, a painting collector collects paintings but can also collect art objects other than
paintings. Therefore, the value of the property inherited by Painting collector from Art collector
should be Art object.
On the other hand, the class Only painting collector has a property collects that is related to
the property collects of Art collector by the restriction isa relation (also declared by the user). This
declaration indicates that the semantics of Only painting collector is as in Option 2. In other words,
an only painting collector collects only paintings. Therefore, the value of the property inherited
by Only painting collector from Art collector should be Painting.
Reasoning in our model is done through a number of inference rules that allow for derivations
both at the instance and schema levels. At the schema level, in particular, these rules allow us
to relate inherited properties to other properties through isa and restriction-isa relations. Such
relations not only give useful information about the inherited properties but also rene the values
of these properties.
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Fig. 2: Example of Inherited Property

For example, referring to Figure 2, consider the class Rich painting collector which is subclass
of both Painting collector and Rich art collector. The property collects of Rich art collector is a
restriction subclass of the property collects of Art collector (indicating that all art objects that
are collected by rich art collectors are expensive). Note that the class Rich painting collector does
not have any explicitly declared property. However, it inherits the properties of its superclasses.
For example, Rich painting collector inherits the property collects paintings of Painting collector.
Using inference rules, we derive that the inherited property is a restriction subclass of the property
collects paintings of Painting collector and a subclass of the property collects of Rich art collector.
Additionally, the value of the inherited property is subclass of both Painting and Expensive art
object. This indicates that all the paintings that rich painting collectors collect are expensive art
objects.
Conventional object-oriented systems will consider the value of the inherited property to be
Painting. Thus, they do not fully exploit the information provided by the schema. On the other
hand, as we shall see, our approach considers the value of the inherited property to be a subclass
of both Painting and Expensive art object.
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The restriction isa relation is used for derivations at both the schema and instance levels. In
our previous example, the restriction isa relation was used for the derivation of a new property
of the class Rich painting collector. At the schema level, information is derived exploiting isa and
restriction isa relations. At the instance level, information is derived based on isa, restriction isa,
and instance-of relations.
In our work we adopt an open-world approach that dierentiates between information about
an object in the real world and information available in the model. That is, information in the
model may not be complete. Soundness of the inference rules in the model is proved with respect
to relations that hold in the real world.
The information representation framework adopted in our work follows quite closely the structural part of Telos 23, 18]. Telos is a knowledge representation language that integrates deductive
and object-oriented features. However, in the denition of the semantics of Telos, property inheritance by specialization is not treated in depth.
In our model, inherited properties are considered to be \rst-class", i.e., they have distinct
identity. This is important as inherited properties may not have all the characteristics of the
original properties. For example, consider the class Parent with the property has-child. One of the
characteristics of this property is that it represents a 2:M relationship (a parent has 0,1, or more
children, whereas a child always has 2 parents). Consider now the class Mother which is subclass
of Parent. The property has-child is inherited by Mother. However, the inherited property should
not be assumed to be 2:M (as a child has only one mother).
Systems that do not dierentiate between the original and the inherited property, implicitly
assume that the inherited property has all the characteristics of the original property. In our
example, they will implicitly assume that the property inherited by Mother is also 2:M, obviously
a false assumption.
In our model, all information concerning inherited properties is derived through the inference
rules alone. So, the property has-child inherited by Mother will not be automatically assumed to
be 2:M.
In summary, we can say that the contributions of the present work are the following:
1. Support for dierent possible semantics of inheritance.
2. Automatic renement of the value of the inherited properties, based on a set of inference
rules.
3. Clear separation between the real world, where information is considered to be complete,
and the model, where information is incomplete.
4. Formal justication of the inference rules of the model, based on reasoning over real world
objects and their relations.
5. Schema derivations through the restriction isa relation.
The operational context of our work is the Semantic Index System (SIS) 9, 10, 11, 12]. Information in the SIS is represented by an object-oriented semantic network, where nodes and links
are uniformly treated, and multiple instantiation, multiple specialization, and virtually unlimited
instantiation levels are supported. An interval-based time primitive is included along with appropriate temporal operators. Specic deductive rules and static integrity constraints are also
supported through special semantic structures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our view of the real world.
Section 3 presents the basic constructs of our model for representing the real world. In Section 4,
property specialization by restriction is dened and its basic properties are explored. A set of
inference rules related to restriction isa are presented. Section 5 describes our view on property
inheritance and denes property inheritance based on the restriction isa relation. A set of inference
rules related to property inheritance are presented. In Section 6, we review related work. Section 7
contains concluding remarks.
All proofs are given in Appendix A.
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2. THE \REAL WORLD"
In this section, we present a structured view of the outside world. We assume that the designer/user conceptualizes the outside world in terms of entities, properties, and relationships,
called real world objects (or real objects, for short). In our framework, this conceptualization of the
outside world is called \real world" . Thus, the \real world" reects the user's perception of the
outside world, and is strongly inuenced by the user's interest.
First, we classify real objects and we describe them in terms of intension and extension.
Then, based on this description, we relate real objects through the instantiation and specialization
relations .
Real objects are distinguished with respect to their nature in: real individuals and real arrows.
 Real Individuals: These are concrete or abstract entities of independent existence. Concrete entities are things (simple or composite), events, processes. Abstract entities refer
collectively to entities which are considered similar in some respect.
Examples of real individuals are: (i) the concrete entities MY FATHER and MY CAR, (ii) the
abstract entity CAR, that refers collectively to all cars (including MY CAR), and (iii) the abstract
entity VEHICLE TYPE, that refers collectively to all vehicle types (including CAR).
 Real Arrows: These are concrete or abstract properties/binary relationships . More precisely, a real arrow represents a property of a real object O with value a real object O . The
real objects O, O are called the from and to object of the real arrow, respectively.
Real arrows, in contrast to real individuals, do not exist independently: their existence
presumes the existence of the from and to objects.
Examples of concrete properties are: (i) the property PAID-FOR from MY FATHER to MY CAR
(meaning that my father paid for my car), and (ii) the property REPAIRED from MY FATHER to
MY CAR (meaning that my father repaired my car).
An example of abstract property is the property PRODUCES from CAR-COMPANY to CAR, which
refers collectively to all concrete properties from car companies to the cars that they produce.
The from object of a real arrow A is denoted by from(A) and the to object by to(A).
The distinction of real objects to real individuals and real arrows is based on their nature. Real
objects are also distinguished with respect to their concreteness, in real tokens and real classes.
 Real Tokens: These are concrete real objects.
For example, the concrete real objects MY FATHER and MY CAR are real tokens. We have already
seen that they are also real individuals. Therefore, we call them real individual tokens.
The concrete real objects PAID-FOR from MY FATHER to MY CAR and REPAIRED from MY FATHER to
MY CAR are real tokens. As they are also real arrows, we call them real arrow tokens.
 Real Classes: These are abstract real objects, in the sense that they refer collectively to a
set of real objects that are considered similar in some respect.
For example, the abstract object CAR is a real class. As it is also a real individual, we call it
a real individual class.
The abstract object PRODUCES from CAR-COMPANY to CAR is a real class. As it is also a real
arrow, we call it a real arrow class.
The distinction of real objects with respect to their nature and with respect to their concreteness
is illustrated in the left part of Figure 3.
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In the literature, the outside world is sometimes referred to as \real world", whereas its conceptualization by
the user is referred to as \conceptual world".
Throughout the paper, we use the term relation with its mathematical meaning.
We do not make the distinction between property and binary relationship, as our approach is common to both.
Thus, we use the term real arrow to mean either a property or a binary relationship.
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Fig. 3: Real World and Its Representation in the Model

We assume that a real object is dened by a set of constraints, called the intention of the
object. For a real class, the intention determines the set of real objects to which the real class
refers collectively. We call this set the extension of the real class. The extension of a real individual
class is a set of real individuals. The extension of a real arrow class from a real class O to a real
class O is a set of real arrows from objects in the extension of O to objects in the extension of O .
Thus, the extension of a real arrow class denes a relation from the extension of O to the extension
of O .
For example, the intention of the real individual token MY CAR is the set of constraints that
dene my car. The intention of the real individual class CAR is the set of constraints that dene a
car, and the extension of CAR is the set of all cars. The extension of the real arrow class PRODUCES
from CAR-COMPANY to CAR is the set of all real arrow tokens from car companies to the cars they
produce.
For the purposes of this paper, we make the following assumptions :
 Individual equality assumption
Any two real individual classes with identical extensions have identical intentions.
 Arrow equality assumption
Any two real arrow classes with the same from and to objects and identical extensions have
identical intentions.
Note that if a real individual is viewed as a real arrow from the individual to itself then the arrow
equality assumption implies the individual equality assumption.
Real objects can be related to real classes through the instance of relation.
0

0

0

y

Denition 1 If a real object O belongs to the extension of a real object C then we say that O is

an instance of C , and we denote it by IN(O C ). A real object can be an instance of zero, one, or
more real classes.
It follows from the denition of extension of real classes that instances of real individual classes
are real individuals and instances of real arrow classes are real arrows. Additionally, if X and A
are real arrows such that X is an instance of A, then from(X ) is an instance of from(A) and
to(X ) is an instance of to(A).
y

As will be seen in Appendix A, these assumptions are used in the soundness proofs of the inference rules.
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From the earlier denition of intention and extension of a real class, it follows that the stronger
the intention the smaller the extension. This property of real classes is expressed in the following
denition of the ISA relation.

Denition 2 Let C , C be two real individual classes. If the extension of C is a subset of the
0

extension of C then we say that C is a subclass of C , and we denote it by ISA(C C ).
Let A, A be two real arrow classes. If from(A) is a subclass of from(A ), to(A) is a subclass of
to(A ), and the extension of A is a subset of the extension of A then we say that A is a subclass
of A , and we denote it by ISA(A A ).
A real class can be subclass of zero, one, or more real classes.
0
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0
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0

The ISA relation satises the following properties (see proofs in Appendix A):

ISA FACTS Let O be any real object and C , C , C be any real classes.
Fact 1: If ISA(C C ) and IN(O C ) then IN(O C ).
Fact 2: ISA(C C ): (reexivity)
Fact 3: If ISA(C C ) and ISA(C  C ) then ISA(C C ): (transitivity)
Fact 4: If ISA(C C ) and ISA(C  C ) then C coincides with C . (antisymmetry)
0
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0

00

00

0

From the reexivity, transitivity, and antisymmetry properties of ISA, it follows that the ISA
relation denes a partial order over real classes.
3. BASIC CONCEPTS OF THE MODEL
In the previous section, we described real world objects and their instantiation and specialization
relations. In this section, we dene their counterparts in our model.
A real object is represented in our model by what we call a model object, or simply object. As
we have explained, a real object is identied by its intention. An object in the model, however, is
identied just by a unique identier (for example an integer). This is because the intention of a
real object cannot always be expressed in the model.
An object in the model is called individual or arrow, if it represents a real individual or a real
arrow, respectively. An object is called token or class, if it represents a real token or a real class,
respectively. This is illustrated in Figure 3. In fact, the individuals, arrows, tokens, and classes of
our model correspond to the individuals, attributes , tokens, and classes of Telos 23].
Each individual has a name which is globally unique. Each arrow has a label which is unique
within its from object (but not necessarily globally unique).
We use capitalized names for real objects and the same names in small letters for their corresponding objects in the model. For example, we use MY CAR for the real individual and my car
for the corresponding individual in the model. Similarly, we use PRODUCES for the real arrow and
produces for the corresponding arrow in the model.
y

3.1. Instantiation
Any two objects in the model can be related through a relation, denoted by In. The pairs
of objects that are related through this relation are either declared by the user or derived by the
system. The declaration of pairs by the user is done under the following assumption: If In(o c) is
declared by the user then IN(O C ) holds, for any objects o, c representing the real objects O, C ,
respectively.
In our model, we have used the term \arrow" instead of the term \attribute" because in the literature, the term
\attribute" usually refers to the intrinsic properties of an object (i.e., to the properties of an object whose value
does not depend on other objects).
y
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If In(o c) holds then we say that o is an instance of c, or c is a class of o. The extension of a
class c is dened to be the set of instances of c.
Let x and a be two arrows such that In(x a). Let X be the real arrow represented by x and
A be the real arrow represented by a. It follows that X is an instance of A. This implies that
from(X ) is an instance of from(A) and to(X ) is an instance of to(A). Therefore, from(x) should
be an instance of from(a) and to(x) an instance of to(a). Thus, an arrow x with from object o
can be instance only of arrow classes whose from object is a class of o. Intuitively, arrow classes
(resp. arrow tokens) whose from object is a class c correspond to instance (resp. class) variables
of c.
Note that the extension of an object c is dened through the In relation, so it carries less
information than the extension of the real object that c represents. Indeed, if a real object O is
an instance of a real object C then we may have one of the following cases: (i) O and/or C are
not represented in the model, (ii) O and C are represented by objects o, c, but IN(O C ) is not
represented in the model, i.e., In(o c) does not hold, and (iii) O and C are represented by objects
o, c, and In(o c) holds. Because of cases (i) and (ii), the extension of an object may carry less
information than the extension of the real object it represents. For example, the extension of the
object car carries less information than the extension of the real object CAR, because only some of
the real world cars are represented in the model.
y
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Fig. 4: Real Classes and Their Representation in the Model

Figure 4 illustrates several concepts related to instantiation. In the gure, the real class C has
instances O1, O2, O3, and O4. Real objects C , O1, O2, O3 are represented in the model by the
objects c, o1, o2, o3, whereas the real object O4 is not represented in the model. Additionally,
although O3 is an instance of C , this information is not represented in the model.
The In relation between individuals appears in many data models. Our view on instantiation
was inspired by Telos 23] where the In relation is applicable not only to individuals but also to
arrows. An overview of manifestations of instantiation in several systems is given in 22].
In the object-oriented terminology 17], an instance variable (also called member attribute) of a class c is a
property declaration for which instances of c may carry a speci c value. A class variable (also called type attribute)
of c corresponds to a property of c as a whole, e.g., the average number of instances of c.
y
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3.2. Specialization
Any two classes in the model can be related through a relation, denoted by Isa. The pairs
of classes that are related through this relation are either declared by the user or derived by the
system. The declaration of pairs by the user is done under the following assumption: If Isa(c c ) is
declared by the user then ISA(C C ) holds, for any classes c, c representing the real classes C C ,
respectively.
If Isa(c c ) holds then we say that c is a subclass of c , or that c is a specialization of c , or
that c is a superclass of c.
It is important to note that two objects may not be related through the Isa relation, although
the real objects they represent are related through the ISA relation. This is because knowledge of
the real world is incomplete.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.3. Inference Rules
As we mentioned earlier, the In and Isa relations are either declared by the user or derived by
the system.
Derivations are performed using certain inference rules that reect properties of the real world
relations IN and ISA. For example, as we have already indicated, only a subset of the extension of
a real class is represented in the model. Therefore, although the user may have declared Isa(c c ),
it may happen that the user-declared extension of c is not a subset of the user-declared extension
of c . In other words, there may be an object o which is explicitly declared as an instance of c
but not as an instance of c . In this case, the system will infer that o is an instance of c , that is,
In(o c ) will be a derived relation.
The soundness of our derivation rules is proved based on the relations that hold in the real
world. This is because information in the real world is complete, whereas information in the model
is incomplete. For example, in the model, if the extension of a class c is a subset of the extension
of a class c we cannot derive that Isa(c c ) holds. In contrast, in the real world, if the extension
of a real class C is a subset of the extension of a real class C then ISA(C C ) holds, and from this
we can derive that Isa(c c ) holds.
There are several rules for deriving new In and Isa relations based on existing ones. The
soundness of these rules is proved in Appendix A.
0
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Isa RULES Let o be any object and c, c , c be any classes.
Rule 1: If In(o c) and Isa(c c ) then In(o c ).
Rule 2: Isa(c c). (reexivity)
Rule 3: If Isa(c c ) and Isa(c  c ) then Isa(c c ). (transitivity)
0
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0

0

00

0

00

00

Note that there is no rule that corresponds to ISA Fact 4 (antisymmetry). This is because,
antisymmetry is reected in the model through a constraint and not through an inference rule, as
we explain next.
3.4. Semantic Constraints
As we have seen, In and Isa represent relations in the real world that satisfy certain constraints.
In the model, some of these constraints are translated into inference rules and others into semantic
constraints. The semantic constraints guarantee the validity of the information in the model.

CONSTRAINTS
1. Arrow instantiation constraint
Let x, a be arrows. If In(x a) then the from and to objects of x must be instances of the
from and to objects of a, respectively.
This constraint is illustrated in Figure 5 (a).
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Fig. 5: (a) Arrow Instantiation Constraint, (b) Arrow Specialization Constraint

2. Arrow specialization constraint
Let a, a be arrows. If Isa(a a ) then the from and to objects of a must be subclasses of the
from and to objects of a , respectively.
This constraint is illustrated in Figure 5 (b).
0

0

0

3. Isa antisymmetry constraint
Let c, c be classes. If Isa(c c ) and Isa(c  c) then c and c must coincide.
0

0

0

0

The above constraints are easily justied from the ISA and IN relations in the real world.
Though suitable forms of these constraints could be used as inference rules, we have decided to
use them as constraints for checking the validity of the explicitly-declared information.
For example, the Isa antisymmetry constraint is justied by the ISA antisymmetry property.
The inference rule corresponding to this constraint would have been the following: If c is a subclass
of c and c is a subclass of c then (infer that) c and c coincide. Obviously, to infer that two explicitly
declared classes coincide may lead to wrong conclusions. Thus, in this case, we thought it would
be more appropriate, rather than inferring that the two classes coincide, to indicate the problem
to the user.
0

0

0

3.5. An Example
In this subsection, we illustrate the In and Isa relations through a more detailed example.
Referring to Figure 6, recall that although arrow labels are unique within their from objects,
they may not be globally unique. For example, engine is the label of two dierent arrows, one
from Car to Engine and the other from Car model X to Engine X. When there is no ambiguity,
we identify an arrow just by using its label. Otherwise, together with the label, we use the name
of the from object of the arrow, e.g., we say engine of Car and engine of Car model X.
At the token level, the arrow passenger air bag expresses the information that my car is equipped
on the passenger side with the air bag X. The arrow driver air bag expresses the information that
my car is equipped on the driver side with the air bag Y. At the class level, the arrow air bag
expresses the information that a car may be equipped with airbags. At the meta-class level, the
arrow accessory type expresses the information that a car type may have several types of accessories.
The token my car is an instance of the class Car model X which, in turn, is an instance of the
meta-class Car type. The arrow token air bag of my car is an instance of the arrow class air bag of
Car which, in turn, is an instance of the arrow meta-class accessory type.
The class Engine X is a subclass of Engine, expressing the fact that every engine of type X is
an engine. This implies that every instance of Engine X is an instance of Engine. Similarly, the
class Car model X is a subclass of Car. The arrows mechanical part type and accessory type are
y

y

Meta-classes are classes whose instances are classes.
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Fig. 6: Part of an Example Information Base

subclasses of the arrow part type, expressing the fact that mechanical part types and accessory
types are part types.
The arrow driver air bag of Car is subclass of the arrow air bag of Car. Therefore, the arrow
driver air bag of my car, which is an instance of driver air bag of Car, is also an instance of air
bag of Car. Note that the arrows driver air bag and air bag of Car have the same from and to
objects, although they are dierent arrows.
4. ARROW SPECIALIZATION BY RESTRICTION
In this section, we dene a stronger form of the isa relation which we call restriction isa and
denote Risa. We would like to stress that restriction isa is dened for arrow classes, only. Following
our general approach, we rst dene restriction isa for real arrow classes and then transpose it on
their representations in the model.
4.1. Restriction Isa in the Real World
We rst give the denition of the restriction isa relation.

Denition 3 Let A, A be two real arrow classes. We say that A is a restriction subclass of A ,
0

0

denoted by RISA(A A ), if the following holds: (i) ISA(A A ), and (ii) if X is an instance of A ,
and from(X ) is an instance of from(A), then X is an instance of A.
0

0

0
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Roughly speaking, if a real arrow A is a restriction subclass of a real arrow A then the extension
of A is the restriction of the extension of A to the extension of from(A).
0

0

REAL WORLD
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Art
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Fig. 7: Example of Restriction Isa in the Real World and in the Model

For example, refer to Figure 7, where the real class ONLY PAINTING COLLECTOR refers to art collectors
that collect only paintings. The real arrow COLLECTS of ONLY PAINTING COLLECTOR is a restriction
subclass of the real arrow COLLECTS of ART COLLECTOR. This is because if an art collector collects an
art object and the art collector happens to be an only painting collector, then the art object must
be a painting. Specically, if X is an instance of the real arrow COLLECTS of ART COLLECTOR such
that from(X ) is an instance of ONLY PAINTING COLLECTOR then X is also an instance of the real arrow
COLLECTS of ONLY PAINTING COLLECTOR.
Consider two real arrows A1 and A2 such that from(A1 ) is a subclass of from(A2 ) and to(A1 )
is a subclass of to(A2 ). The following proposition says that if A1 and A2 are restriction subclasses
of the same real arrow A then A1 is a restriction subclass of A2 .
0

A’

from(A’)

A2

from(A2)

A1

from(A1)

ISA

to(A’)

to(A2)

to(A1)

inferred RISA

RISA

Fig. 8: Illustration of Proposition 1

Proposition 1 Let A be a real arrow class from a real class C to a real class D . Let A1
0

0

0

and A2 be any real arrow classes. If RISA(A1 A ), RISA(A2 A ), ISA(from(A1 ) from(A2 )), and
ISA(to(A1 ) to(A2 )) then RISA(A1  A2 ).
0

0
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Proposition 1 is illustrated in Figure 8. It follows directly from Proposition 1 and the ISA
Fact 4 (Antisymmetry) that if the from and to objects of A1 and A2 coincide then the real arrows
A1 and A2 coincide. This is expressed by the following proposition.

Proposition 2 Let A be a real arrow class from a real class C to a real class D . Let C be any
0

0

0

subclass of C and let D be any real class. There is at most one arrow class A from C to D such
that RISA(A A ).
0

0

For example, in Figure 7, the real arrow COLLECTS of ONLY PAINTING COLLECTOR is the unique real
arrow from ONLY PAINTING COLLECTOR to PAINTING which is a restriction subclass of the arrow COLLECTS
of ART COLLECTOR.
Note that if there is an instance X of the real arrow A such that from(X ) is an instance of
real class C but to(X ) is not an instance of D then there is no real arrow A from C to D such that
RISA(A A ). This is because if there was a real arrow A from C to D such that RISA(A A ) then
X should be instance of A. This implies that to(X ) should be instance of D, which is impossible.
0

0

0

4.2. Restriction Isa in the Model
Switching to the model, any two arrow classes a, a can be related through a relation denoted
by Risa. The pairs of arrow classes that are related through this relation are either declared by
the user or derived by the system. The declaration of pairs by the user is done under the following
assumption: If Risa(a a ) is declared by the user then RISA(A A ) holds, for any arrow classes a,
a representing the real arrow classes A, A , respectively.
If Risa(c c ) holds then we say that c is a restriction subclass of c , or that c is a specialization
by restriction of c , or that c is a restriction superclass of c.
For example, in Figure 9 (a), the arrow collects of Only painting collector is a restriction subclass
of the arrow collects of Art collector. This expresses the information that, if an art collector collects
an art object and the art collector happens to be an only painting collector, then the art object
must be a painting. In other words, any art object collected by an only painting collector must be
a painting.
There are several rules for deriving new relations between arrows, based on given Isa and Risa
relations. It is important to note that these rules allow derivations between arrows at the schema
level.
The soundness of the Risa rules is given in Appendix A.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Risa RULES Let x a1  a2 a3 be arrows. Then we have:
Rule 1: If Risa(a1 a2) then Isa(a1 a2).
Rule 2: If Risa(a1 a2), In(x a2 ), and In(from(x) from(a1 )) then In(x a1 ).

Example : Referring to Figure 9 (a), suppose that the following declarations have been made:
(i) the arrow collects of Only painting collector is a restriction subclass of the arrow collects

of Art collector, (ii) collector X is an instance of Only painting collector, and (iii) the arrow
collects of collector X is an instance of the arrow collects of Art collector. Then, it follows
from Risa Rule 2 that the arrow collects of collector X is an instance of the arrow collects
of Only painting collector.
Note that if the art object X is not an instance of Painting then the arrow instantiation
constraint is violated.
Rule 3: If Isa(a1 a3), Risa(a2 a3), Isa(from(a1 ) from(a2 )), and Isa(to(a1 ) to(a2)) then
Isa(a1  a2 ).
Example : The usefulness of this rule is demonstrated in Figure 9 (b). Suppose that the
following declarations have been made: (i) the arrow collects of Careful painting collector is a
subclass of the arrow collects of Art collector, and (ii) the arrow insures of Careful painting
collector is a restriction subclass of the arrow collects of Art collector. Then, it follows from
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Risa Rule 3, that the arrow collects of Careful painting collector is a subclass of the arrow
insures of Careful painting collector. This derived Isa relation expresses the information
that all paintings collected by a careful painting collector are insured.

Rule 4: If Risa(a1 a2), Risa(a2 a3) then Risa(a1 a3).
Rule 5: If Isa(a1 a2), Isa(a2 a3), and Risa(a1 a3) then Risa(a1 a2).

Example : This rule is exemplied in Figure 10 (a).
Straightforward algorithms for deriving new Isa, Risa, and In relations through the inference

rules, and for checking the consistency of the model, are given in Appendix B.
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Fig. 9: (a) Example for Risa Rule 2, (b) Example for Risa Rule 3
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The following proposition is the counterpart of Proposition 1 in the model. Specically, it shows
how we can derive a Risa relation between two arrows a1 and a2 based on their Risa relations
with a third arrow a3 .

Proposition 3 Let a1 a2 a3 be any arrows.

If Risa(a1 a3 ), Risa(a2  a3 ), Isa(from(a1 ) from(a2 )), and Isa(to(a1 ) to(a2 )) then Risa(a1  a2 ).

The usefulness of this result is demonstrated in Figure 10 (b). Suppose that the following
declarations have been made: (i) the arrow insures of Careful only painting collector is a restriction
subclass of the arrow collects of Art collector, and (ii) the arrow collects of Only painting collector
is a restriction subclass of the arrow collects of Art collector. Then it follows from Proposition 3,
that the arrow insures of Careful only painting collector is a restriction subclass of collects of Only
painting collector. This expresses the information that (i) every painting insured by a careful only
painting collector has been collected, and (ii) every painting collected by a careful only painting
collector is insured.
It follows directly from Proposition 3 and the Isa antisymmetry constraint that if two arrows
a1 and a2 are restriction subclasses of the same arrow a and the from and to objects of a1 and a2
coincide then the arrows a1 and a2 coincide. This is expressed by the following proposition which
is the counterpart of Proposition 2.
0

Proposition 4 Let a be an arrow class from a class c to a class d . Let c be any subclass of c
0

0

0

0

and let d be any class. Then, there is at most one arrow class a from c to d such that Risa(a a ).
0

So far we have seen examples where an Isa relation is derived based on Isa and Risa relations
between three dierent arrows. Let us now see an example where a new Isa relation is derived
based on Isa and Risa relations between four dierent arrows. The new Isa relation is derived
by applying both Isa and Risa rules. In Figure 11, suppose that the following declarations have
been made: (i) the arrow produces of Car factory is a subclass of the arrow produces of Vehicle
factory, (ii) the arrow produces of Only boat factory is a restriction subclass of the arrow produces
of Vehicle factory (expressing that an only boat factory produces only boats), (iii) Car-boat factory
is a subclass of both Car factory and Only boat factory, and (iv) the arrow produces of Car-boat
factory (denoted by a) is a subclass of the arrow produces of Car factory. From the Isa Rule 3
(transitivity), it follows that the arrow a is subclass of the arrow produces of Vehicle factory. Then,
from Risa Rule 3, the arrow a is also subclass of the arrow produces of Only boat factory.
Note that starting from the fact that arrow a is subclass of the arrow produces of Car factory,
we derived that a is subclass of the arrow produces of Only boat factory. This is an interesting Isa
relation derivation, as the arrows produces of Car factory and produces of Only boat factory are
not related with the Isa relation.
Let us now see an example where an In relation is derived based on Isa and Risa relations
between four dierent arrows. The In relation is derived by applying both Isa and Risa rules. We
refer to Figure 12 where the classes Vehicle factory, Car factory, and Only boat factory and their
arrows are as in Figure 11. Suppose that the following additional declarations have been made:
(i) object factory X is instance of both Car factory and Only boat factory, and (ii) arrow produces
of factory X is an instance of arrow produces of Car factory. From Isa Rule 1, it follows that
arrow x is instance of arrow produces of Vehicle factory. From Risa Rule 2, it follows that arrow
x is also instance of arrow produces of Only boat factory.
Note that starting from the fact that arrow x is instance of the arrow produces of Car factory,
we derived that x is instance of the arrow produces of Only boat factory. This is an interesting
In relation derivation as the arrows produces of Car factory and Only boat factory are not related
with the Isa relation.
Note that the to object of the arrow produces of factory X is car X. As the arrow produces of
factory X is instance of the arrow produces of Only boat factory, object car X should be instance
of Boat. If car X is not an instance of Boat then the arrow instantiation constraint is violated. In
this case a warning is given to the user indicating that the object factory X is possibly wrongly
declared as instance of Only boat factory, or arrow produces of Only boat factory is possibly wrongly
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declared as restriction subclass of arrow produces of Vehicle factory, or both. If none of these holds
then car X should be declared as an instance of Boat.
As we have already indicated in Subsection 3.4, constraints that hold in the real world can be
translated in the model either into inference rules or into constraints. Therefore, instead of the
arrow instantiation constraint, the following inference rule could have been specied: if an arrow
a1 is an instance of an arrow a2 then infer that from(a1 ) and to(a1 ) are instances of from(a2 )
and to(a2 ), respectively. In this example, in particular, an In relation between car X and Boat
could have been derived based on the In relation between the arrows produces of factory X and
produces of Only boat factory. Yet, if such In relation derivations between the from and to objects
of arrows are made, not only erroneous declarations will remain unnoticed but also the eect of
these erroneous declarations will be propagated into the information base.
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5. ARROW INHERITANCE
In this section, we rst dene arrow inheritance in the real world, using the RISA relation, and
then transpose the inheritance concept to the model. As properties are assigned to entities through
arrows, arrow inheritance expresses property inheritance.
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Fig. 13: Inheritance Candidates in the Real World and in the Model

5.1. Arrow Inheritance in the Real World
We view arrow inheritance from a class to a subclass as arrow restriction to the subclass. In
other words, the inherited arrow is an arrow of the subclass that is related to the original arrow
through the RISA relation. Before we give formal denitions, we present our rationale.
Let A be a real arrow class from a real class C to a real class D . Let C be a subclass of C .
Our purpose is to dene the real arrow inherited by C from A .
Recall that the real arrow A expresses a property from C to D that refers collectively to a set,
say E , of real arrows. The from objects of arrows in E are instances of C and their to objects
are instances of D . For example, referring to Figure 13, let A be the real arrow COLLECTS, C be
ART COLLECTOR, D be ART OBJECT, and C1 be ONLY PAINTING COLLECTOR. Here, A expresses a property
of art collectors. Thus, A refers to a set E of real arrows going from instances of ART COLLECTOR
to instances of ART OBJECT. As we can see in the gure, C1 is a subclass of C and refers to only
painting collectors.
The rst question is what is the extension E of the real arrow inherited by C1 from A . Obviously, E is the set of real arrows in E whose from object is instance of C1 . Having determined
the extension of the inherited arrow, it remains to determine its to object. Obviously, there are
many real classes D that can be this to object, one of them being D itself. Intuitively, any real
arrow from C1 to a class D that refers collectively to the real arrows in E , represents information
inherited by C1 from A . We refer to these real arrows as inheritance candidate arrows. For example, ART OBJECT could be the to object of the real arrow inherited by C1 from A . However, there
may also be subclasses of ART OBJECT that can play this role, for example, the class PAINTING.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0
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0
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Among the inheritance candidate arrows, we consider as the inherited arrow the one whose to
object gives the most specic information. Let Dmin be the real object that refers collectively to
the to objects of the real arrows in E . Obviously, Dmin gives the most specic information and
must be the to object of the inherited arrow.
Following this reasoning, we dene the inheritance candidate arrows as follows.
Denition 4 Let A be a real arrow class from a real class C to a real class D and let C be a
subclass of C . Let D be any real class that satises the following condition:
For every instance X of A such that from(X ) is an instance of C , to(X ) is an instance
of D.
We dene inher cand(C A  D) to be the real arrow class from C to D whose extension consists of
all instances of A whose from object is an instance of C . If D is a class that does not satisfy the
above condition, then inher cand(C A  D) is undened. If inher cand(C A  D) is dened then
we call it an inheritance candidate arrow.
It follows from the arrow equality assumption that if inher cand(C A  D) is dened then it is
unique. Thus, inher cand can be seen as a partial function that associates a given triple (C A  D)
with at most one real arrow.
Note that if D is a superclass of D then inher cand(C A  D) is always dened. In particular,
inher cand(C A  D ) is dened.
For example, referring to Figure 13, let A be the real arrow COLLECTS of ART COLLECTOR and D
be the real class ART OBJECT. Let A be the real arrow COLLECTS of ONLY PAINTING COLLECTOR, C1 be the
real class ONLY PAINTING COLLECTOR, and D be the real class PAINTING. Additionally, let C0 be the class
ONLY OIL-PAINTING COLLECTOR. Then, the real arrow inher cand(C0  A  D ) is dened. This follows
directly from the fact that D is the to object of A .
Consider now any instance X of A whose from object is an instance of ONLY PAINTING COLLECTOR. As real arrow A is a restriction subclass of A , the real arrow X is also an instance of A,
and thus the to object of X is also an instance of D. Therefore, inher cand(C1  A  D) is dened.
Note that A and inher cand(C1  A  D) have the same from and to objects, and the same extension. Therefore, (from the arrow equality assumption) they coincide. It can be easily seen that
inher cand(C0  A  D) is also dened.
Denition 5 Let A be a real arrow class from a real class C to a real class D . Let C be a
subclass of C . We dene cand class(C A ) to be the set of real classes D such that the real arrow
inher cand(C A  D) is dened. We refer to these real classes as candidate classes and to the set
cand class(C A ) as the candidate class set for C and A .
As we have already mentioned, among the inheritance candidate arrows, we would like to
consider as the inherited arrow the one whose to object gives the most specic information.
Denition 6 Let A be a real arrow class from a real class C to a real class D . Let C be a
subclass of C . Let Dmin be the least class (w.r.t. ISA) of cand class(C A ). We dene the
arrow inherited by C from A to be the real arrow inher cand(C A  Dmin ) and we denote it by
inher(C A ).
Consider the class whose extension is the set of to objects of all instances X of A such that
from(X ) is an instance of C . It is easy to see that this class is the least class of cand class(C A ).
Thus, the least class of cand class(C A ) always exists and inher(C A ) is well dened.
We would like to give the following propositions concerning inherited arrows.
Proposition 5 Let A be a real arrow class from a real class C to a real class D and let C be
a subclass of C . Let D be any subclass of D such that inher cand(C A  D) is de ned. Then,
inher cand(C A  D) is a restriction subclass of A .
A direct consequence of Proposition 5 is the following proposition which says that the inherited
arrow is a restriction subclass of the original arrow.
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Proposition 6 Let A be a real arrow class from a real class C to a real class D and let C be a
0

0

0

0

subclass of C . Then, inher(C A ) is a restriction subclass of A .
For example, in Figure 13, the arrow inherited by ONLY OIL-PAINTING COLLECTOR from the real arrow
COLLECTS of ART COLLECTOR is a restriction subclass of the real arrow COLLECTS of ART COLLECTOR.
Consider two real arrows A, A such that Risa(A A ) and class C is a subclass of from(A).
The following proposition says that the arrows inherited by a real class C from real arrows A, A
coincide.
Proposition 7 Let A be a real arrow class from a real class C to a real class D . Let C be a
subclass of C and let A be any real arrow. If Risa(A A ) and Isa(C from(A)) then inher(C A)
coincides with inher(C A ).
For example, in Figure 13, the arrows inherited by ONLY OIL-PAINTING COLLECTOR from the real
arrows COLLECTS of ART COLLECTOR and COLLECTS of ONLY PAINTING COLLECTOR, coincide. That is, the real
arrows inher cand(C0  A  D) and inher cand(C0  A D) coincide.
As the real arrow inher(C A) is a restriction subclass of A, the following proposition is direct
consequence of Proposition 7.
Proposition 8 Let A be a real arrow class from a real class C to a real class D and let C
be a subclass of C . Let A be any real arrow class. If Risa(A A ) and Isa(C from(A)) then
inher(C A ) is a restriction subclass of A.
For example, in Figure 13, the arrow inherited by ONLY OIL-PAINTING COLLECTOR from the real
arrow COLLECTS of ART COLLECTOR is a restriction subclass of the real arrow COLLECTS of ONLY PAINTING
COLLECTOR. That is, inher(C0  A ) is a restriction subclass of A.
The following theorem gives an important property of arrow inheritance. Specically, it says
that if the arrow inherited by a real class C from a real arrow A is a restriction subclass of a real
arrow A then the arrow inherited by C from A coincides with the arrow inherited by C from A.
Theorem 9 Let A be a real arrow class from C to D and let C be a subclass of C . Let A be
any real arrow class. If Risa(inher(C A ) A) then inher(C A) coincides with inher(C A ).
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5.2. Arrow Inheritance in the Model
Switching to the model, let a be an arrow class from a class c to a class d and let c be a
subclass of c . Let A , C be the real objects represented by a , c, respectively. We have seen that
the real arrow inher(C A ) is actually the inheritance candidate arrow inher cand(C A  Dmin ),
where Dmin is the least class in the set cand class(C A ). Let inher(c a ) be the arrow that
represents the real arrow inher(C A ). Obviously, the from object of inher(c a ) is c and the to
object of inher(c a ) is the class representing Dmin .
However, as we have explained, only some of the real classes in cand class(C A ) and only some
of their ISA relations are represented in the model. This implies that Dmin may not be represented
in the model. Thus, the question is how to choose an arrow that \approximates" inher(c a ). To
this end, we proceed roughly as follows:
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First we compute a set of classes cand class(c a ), called the candidate class set for c and a .
Intuitively, a class d is in cand class(c a ) if we \know" that D is in cand class(C A ). Then, we
dene the arrow approximating inher(c a ) based on the set cand class(c a ).
We begin by giving a set of inference rules that allow us to compute the set cand class(c a ).
The soundness of these rules is proved in Appendix A.
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INHERITANCE RULES Let a be an arrow from class c to class d and let c be a subclass of
0

0

0

c . Let a, a0 , a1 be any classes.
Rule 1 Risa(inher(c a ) a ).
0

0

0

This rule says that any arrow inherited from an arrow class a is a restriction subclass of a .
0

0
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Fig. 14: Example for the Inheritance Rules

Rule 2 If Isa(inher(c a ) a1), Risa(a0 a1), and Isa(c from(a0 )) then Isa(inher(c a ) a0).
0

0

This rule says that if (i) the arrow inherited by a class c from an arrow a is a subclass of
an arrow a1 , (ii) an arrow a0 is a restriction subclass of a1 , and (iii) class c is subclass of
from(a0 ), then the arrow inherited by c from a is subclass of arrow a0 .
Example: This rule is exemplied in Figure 14. First, observe that arrow inher(c a ) is a
restriction subclass of a (Inheritance Rule 1). Additionally, observe that a is subclass of a1 .
Thus, from Isa Rule 3 (transitivity), we derive that inher(c a ) is subclass of a1 . On the
other hand, arrow a0 is restriction subclass of a1 . As c is a subclass of from(a0 ), we have all
three conditions of Inheritance Rule 2 satised. Thus, we obtain that inher(c a ) is subclass
of a0 .
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Rule 3 If Isa(inher(c a ) a) then (i) Isa(to(inher(c a )) to(a)), and (ii) to(a) is in
0

0

cand class(c a ).
0

This rule says that if an inherited arrow is subclass of an arrow class a then its to object is
subclass of to(a), and thus to(a) is in cand class(c a ).
Example: Continuing with our previous example (Figure 14), as inher(c a ) is a subclass
of a , the to object of inher(c a ) is a subclass of d . Thus, d is in cand class(c a ). As
inher(c a ) is a subclass of a1 , the to object of inher(c a ) is a subclass of to(a1 ) and thus,
to(a1 ) is in cand class(c a ). Additionally, as inher(c a ) is a subclass of a0 , to(a0 ) is in
cand class(c a ). Thus, cand class(c a ) consists of the objects d , to(a0 ), and to(a1 ).
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Rule 4 If Isa(inher(c a ) inher(c a)) and Isa(inher(c a) inher(c a )) then inher(c a ) coin0

0

0

cides with inher(c a).

Using the Inheritance Rules just presented, we can compute the set of classes cand class(c a ).
We then use the set cand class(c a ) in order to dene the arrow that \approximates" inher(c a ).
We denote the approximating arrow by appr inher(c a ).
Roughly speaking, the basic idea is to take the least class of cand class(c a ) as the to object of
appr inher(c a ). However, as not all classes of cand class(C A ) are represented in the model, the
set cand class(c a ) may not have a least class. Therefore, in our denition of appr inher(c a ),
we distinguish two cases:
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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1. If there is a class which is the least class of cand class(c a ) then we take that class as the
to object of appr inher(c a ).
0

0

2. Otherwise, we create in the model a new class as well as new Isa relations such that the new
class becomes the greatest lower bound of cand class(c a ).
0

Denition 7 Let a be an arrow class from a class c to a class d . Let c be a subclass of c . Let A ,
0

0

0

0

0

C be the real objects represented by the objects a , c, respectively. The arrow appr inher(c a ),
called the arrow inherited by c from a , is dened in three steps as follows:
0

0

0

Step 1 Compute cand class(c a ) using the Inheritance Rules.
Step 2 Let S be the set of real classes represented by the classes in cand class(c a ) and let Hmin
0

0

be the greatest lower bound (with respect to ISA) of S . We dene a class hmin as follows:

Case 1: If the set cand class(c a ) has a least class (w.r.t. Isa) then hmin is this class.
Case 2: Otherwise, a new class hmin is created in the model which represents Hmin and
which is related to other classes through Isa relations as follows:
(i) hmin is subclass of each class in cand class(c a ),
(ii) if a class d is subclass of each class in cand class(c a ) then d is also subclass of
hmin .
0

0

0

Step 3 Dene appr inher(c a ) to be the arrow from c to hmin that represents the real arrow
0

inher(C A  Hmin ).
0

We would like to make a few remarks concerning the denition of inherited arrow.
In Step 1, d is obviously in cand class(c a ). So, the set cand class(c a ) is never empty. Moreover, let x be a class in cand class(c a ). Then, all superclasses of x are in cand class(c a ), because
of the Isa transitivity rule. On the other hand, some subclasses of x may be in cand class(c a ),
because of the Inheritance Rule 2 (see example of Inheritance Rule 2). Therefore, in general, the
set cand class(c a ) will contain classes of three kinds: superclasses of d , subclasses of d , or classes
not related to d through the Isa relation. For example, referring to Figure 14, it is not dicult
to see that
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

cand class(c a ) =fPainting, Art object, Expensive art objectg
Note that Art object is a superclass of d (i.e., of Painting), whereas Expensive art object is
neither superclass nor subclass of d .
In Step 2, we distinguish two cases in the denition of hmin . In Case 1, hmin gives the best
approximation to the real class Dmin that can be provided by the model. Here, by best approxima0

0

0

tion we mean the most specic class in the model for which we \know" that represents a superclass
of Dmin . For example, referring to Figure 13, suppose that the to object of inher(C 0 A ) is PAINTING. As PAINTING is not represented in the model, the set cand class(c0 a ) contains only Art object.
Thus hmin , in this example, is Art object and this is the best approximation to PAINTING. Moreover,
appr inher(c0 a ) is the arrow from c0 to Art object and represents the real arrow inher(C 0 A  D ).
We view appr inher(c0 a ) as the best approximation to the real arrow inher(C 0 A ).
In Case 2 of Step 2, the set cand class(c a ) does not have a least class. Therefore, we cannot
give a best approximation to the class Dmin using the classes currently available in the model. We
are thus led to create a new class hmin . In order for hmin to be a good approximation of Dmin ,
the real class represented by hmin should satisfy the following requirements:
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1. it should be subclass of each class in S (this is because Dmin is subclass of each class in S ),
2. it should be superclass of Dmin (in order for the denition of inherited arrow in the model
to be sound).
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As Dmin may coincide with the greatest lower bound of S , the greatest lower bound of S is the
only class that always satises these requirements. This is why in our denition we take hmin to
represent the greatest lower bound of S .
The position of hmin in the Isa hierarchy (determined by (i) and (ii) in the denition), reects
the position of Hmin in the ISA hierarchy. Note that after executing (i) and (ii), hmin is the
greatest lower bound of the set cand class(c a ).
For example, referring to Figure 14, we have seen earlier that
0

cand class(c a ) =fPainting, Art object, Expensive art objectg
Note that cand class(c a ) has no least class. So we are led to introduce a new class hmin and
to relate it to the existing classes so that hmin becomes subclass of both Painting and Expensive
0

0

art object.
We would like to emphasize an important property of inherited arrows: the to object of an
inherited arrow in the model always represents a superclass of the to object of the inherited arrow
in the real world.
A general comment concerning Denition 7 is the following: In Case 2 of Step 2, it is possible
that the set cand class(c a ) has no least class but has greatest lower bound, call it g. Then, one
may wonder why not dene hmin to be the class g. The answer is that the real class represented
by g may not be the greatest lower bound of S , and in fact, it may not even be related though ISA
to Dmin (see also the discussion concerning Figure 20 in Section 7).
As we will see below (Theorems 14 and 15), the Risa and Isa relations of inher(c a ) are
transferred to appr inher(c a ). The following proposition is a special case of Proposition 3, for
deriving a Risa relation between inher(c a ) and an arrow a2 . Note that unlike Proposition 3, no
condition on the to objects of inher(c a ) and a2 is required.
0

0

0

0

0

Proposition 10 Let a be an arrow from class c to class d and let c be a subclass of c .
0

0

0

0

Let a2 , a3 be arrow classes. If Risa(inher(c a ) a3 ), Risa(a2 a3 ), and Isa(c from(a2 )) then
Risa(inher(c a ) a2 ).
0

0

We claim that our choice of approximating inher(C A ) by appr inher(c a ) is a reasonable one.
We base this claim on the fact that appr inher(c a ) satises several of the properties satised by
inher(C A ), as we shall show now. The following proposition is the counterpart of Proposition 6.
0

0

0

0

Proposition 11 Let a be an arrow from c to d and let c be a subclass of c . Let A be the
0

0

0

0

0

real arrow represented by a. Then, the arrow appr inher(c a ) represents a real object which is a
restriction subclass of A .
0

0

The following proposition is the counterpart of Proposition 7.

Proposition 12 Let a be an arrow from c to d and let c be a subclass of c . Let a be any arrow
0

0

0

0

class. If Risa(a a ) and Isa(c from(a)) then appr inher(c a) coincides with appr inher(c a ).
0

0

To illustrate Proposition 12, refer to Figure 14. As arrow a0 is a restriction subclass of a1 ,
and class c is a subclass of from(a0 ), the inherited arrows appr inher(c a0 ) and appr inher(c a1 )
coincide.
The following proposition is the counterpart of Theorem 9.

Theorem 13 Let a be an arrow from c to d and let c be a subclass of c . Let a be any arrow. If
0

0

0

0

Risa(inher(c a ) a) then the inherited arrows appr inher(c a) and appr inher(c a ) coincide.
0

0

Let A be the real arrow represented by a. As the real arrow represented by appr inher(c a) is a
restriction subclass of A (Proposition 11), Theorem 14 below is a direct consequence of Theorem 13,
and expresses an important property: if inher(c a ) is restriction subclass of an arrow a then
appr inher(c a ) is also restriction subclass of a.
0

0
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Theorem 14 Let a be an arrow from c to d and let c be a subclass of c . Let a be any arrow and
0

0

0

0

let A be the real arrow represented by a. If Risa(inher(c a ) a) then the real arrow represented
by appr inher(c a ) is a restriction subclass of A.
0

0

The following theorem expresses the important property that if inher(c a ) is a subclass of an
arrow a then appr inher(c a ) is also a subclass of a.
0

0

Theorem 15 Let a be an arrow from c to d and let c be a subclass of c . Let a be any arrow and
0

0

0

0

let A be the real arrow represented by a. If Isa(inher(c a ) a) then the real arrow represented by
appr inher(c a ) is a subclass of A.
0

0

Let a be an arrow class from class c to class d , with label l. Let c be a subclass of c . A
problem arises as to the label to be used for the arrow inherited by c from a . This problem is not
treated here. However, for the purposes of this paper, we can consider l as a label of the inherited
arrow, used only for display purposes .
Note that the arrows inherited by a class c from two or more dierent arrows may coincide.
Thus, the dislay label of an inherited arrow may not be uniquely dened. For the purposes of
this paper, we have chosen to give to the inherited arrow all the labels of the arrows from which
it is inherited. For example in Figure 16, the arrows inherited by Careful only painting collector
from the arrows insures of Art collector and collects of Only painting collector coincide, and the
resulting arrow receives two display labels, i.e., collects and insures.
0

0

0

0

0

y

5.3. Examples of Inheritance
We will now present more complex examples that demonstrate the usefulness of our approach
to arrow inheritance.
For the rst example, refer to Figure 15 (a). We consider two cases of inheritance from the
arrow collects of Art collector (denoted by a ): (i) the inheritance of a by Painting collector, and
(ii) the inheritance of a by Only painting collector.
In the rst case, the to object of the arrow inherited by Painting collector from a is the same
as that of the original arrow a . This is because the candidate-class set for Art collector and a is
fArt objectg. Note that Art object is put into the candidate-class set after successive applications
of Inheritance Rule 1 and Inheritance Rule 3. In this case, our inheritance mechanism provides the
following information about the class Painting collector: painting collectors may collect art objects
other than paintings. Note that the display label of the inherited arrow is collects, i.e., the label
of the arrow from which it was inherited.
In the second case, the to object of the arrow inherited by Only painting collector from a is
Painting which is a subclass of the to object of a . This is because the candidate class set for Only
painting collector and a is fArt object, Paintingg. Note that Painting is put into the candidateclass set after successive applications of Inheritance Rule 1, Inheritance Rule 2, and Inheritance
Rule 3. In this case, our inheritance mechanism provides the following information about the class
Only painting collector: only-painting collectors do not collect art objects other than paintings.
Note that our inheritance mechanism behaves dierently in the two cases. The dierence is due
to the fact that the arrow collects of Painting collector has been declared as subclass of a , whereas
the arrow collects of Only painting collector has been declared as a restriction subclass of a . In
other words, through the Risa relation the user can dierentiate between possible semantics for
particular classes, as it was claimed in the Introduction.
As another example, referring to Figure 15 (b), the class Careful only painting collector (denoted
by c) has an explicitly declared arrow collects (denoted by a ) whose to object is Art object. Based
on the explicitly declared Risa relations, it follows from Proposition 10 and Theorem 14 that the
arrow inherited by c from collects of Art collector is a restriction subclass of a . Additionally, it
follows from Proposition 12 that the arrow inherited by c from collects of Art collector coincides
with the arrow inherited by c from a . This inherited arrow gives the information that careful only
painting collectors do not collect art objects other than paintings. We see in this example that the
0
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0
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0

0

0

0

y

Display labels of inherited arrows are indicated in the gures in bold, italic letters
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Fig. 15: Examples of Inherited Arrows that Re ne the to Object of the Original Arrow

arrow inherited by a class c from an arrow a can give a ner to value than that of a even in the
case that a is an arrow of c.
Referring to Figure 16, the class Careful only painting collector does not have any explicitly
declared arrow. Yet, it inherits from the arrows collects and insures of Art collector and from
the arrow collects of Only painting collector. We would like to point out that all three inherited
arrows coincide due to the explicitly declared Risa relations (as shown in the gure). Note that
the single inherited arrow has two display labels.
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Fig. 16: Example of Inherited Arrows that Coincide
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Isa
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derived class

derived Isa

Fig. 17: Example of Inherited Arrows with Derived to Object

In Figure 17 , arrow collects of Rich art collector is a restriction subclass of Art collector,
expressing the information that rich art collectors collect only expensive art objects. Rich painting
collector (denoted by c) is a subclass of both Painting collector and Rich art collector. The arrows
inherited by c from the arrows collects of Art collector and collects of Rich art collector coincide
and constitute a single derived arrow.
The arrow inherited by c from collects paintings of Painting collector (denoted by a ) points to a
derived object which is subclass of Painting and Expensive art object. This is because inher(c a )
is a restriction subclass of a , and thus subclass of collects of Art collector. From Inheritance
Rule 2, it is also subclass of arrow collects of Rich art collector. Thus, the candidate class set for
c and a is fPainting, Art object, Expensive art objectg. Because this set has no least class, the to
object of the inherited arrow is a new class which is the greatest lower bound of classes Painting
and Expensive art object. Note that from Inheritance Rule 2, an Isa relation is derived between
the arrows inherited by c having display labels collects paintings and collects.
In the same example, Rich only painting collector is subclass of both Only painting collector
and Rich painting collector. All arrows inherited by Rich only painting collector coincide and point
to the new class.
In Figure 18 , we see that a car factory produces cars and possibly other vehicles. Similarly,
a boat factory produces boats and possibly other vehicles. The arrow produces of Amphibious
vehicle factory is a restriction subclass of both arrows produces of Car factory and produces of
Boat factory, expressing that all cars and all boats that an amphibious vehicle factory produces,
are amphibious. As car factories and boat factories may produce vehicles other than cars and
boats, the arrow inherited by Amphibious vehicle factory from the arrow produces of Car factory
points to V ehicle. This indicates that an amphibious vehicle factory possibly produces vehicles
that are not amphibious vehicles.
Class Only amphibious vehicle factory is subclass of Only car factory, Only boat factory, and
Amphibious vehicle factory. Because an only car factory produces only cars and an only boat
y
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0

0

z

We do not show that Painting is a subclass of Art Object in order not to further complicate the gure.
We do not show that Car and Boat are subclasses of V ehicle and that Amphibious vehicle is a subclass of both
Car and Boat.
y

z
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factory produces only boats, an only amphibious vehicle factory produces only amphibious vehicles.
Note that all arrows inherited by Only amphibious vehicle factory coincide and point to Amphibious
vehicle.
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Vehicle
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Fig. 18: Examples of Inherited Arrows
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Fig. 19: Example of Inherited Arrows with Derived to Object
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In Figure 19, Only car-boat factory is subclass of Only car factory and Only boat factory, but
not of Amphibious vehicle factory. Similarly to Only amphibious vehicle factory of Figure 18, all
arrows inherited by Only car-boat factory coincide to a single inherited arrow. However, in contrast
with the example of Figure 18, this inherited arrow points to a derived class which is subclass of
both Car and Boat.
6. FORMALIZATION BASED ON FIRST-ORDER LOGIC
First-order logic can be used to formalize (i) the classication of real objects into real individuals, real arrows, real tokens, and real classes, (ii) the IN, ISA, and RISA relations, and (iii) the
inherited arrow in the real world, through the following axioms:


Domain Axioms

y

8 x

(T (x)

_

C (x))

IN (x y) ) (I (x) ^ I (y)) _ (A(x) ^ A(y))
8 x IN (x y ) ) C (y )
8 x A(x) ^ A(y ) ^ IN (x y ) ) IN (from(x) from(y ))

^

IN (to(x) to(y))

8 x
8 x
8 x
8 x


I (x) _ A(x) _ T (x) _ C (x) ) O(x)
O(x) ) (I (x) _ A(x)) ^ :(I (x) ^ A(x))
A(x) ^ C (x) , AC (x)
A(x) ) O(from(x)) ^ O(to(x))
AC (x) ) C (from(x)) ^ C (to(x))

^

^ :(T (x) ^

C (x))

IN Axioms
8 x



ISA Axioms

ISA(x y) ) (I (x) ^ I (y)) _ (A(x) ^ A(y))
8 x ISA(x y ) ) C (x) ^ C (y )
8 x I (x) ^ I (y ) ^ ISA(xy ) , I (x) ^ I (y ) ^ (8 z IN (z x) ) IN (z y ))
8 x
A(x) ^ A(y) ^ ISA(xy) , A(x) ^ A(y) ^ (8 z IN (z x)
ISA(from(x)from(y)) ^ ISA(to(x)to(y))
8 x



RISA Axiom

x RISA(x y) , A(x)
IN (z x))
8


^

A(y)

^

ISA(x y)

^ (8

Real World Inherited Arrow Axiom
8 x y

A(y)

^

ISA(x from(y)) ) A(inher(x y))

^

z IN (z y)

^

)

IN (z y))

^

IN (from(z) from(x)) )

RISA(inher(xy) y)

We want to emphasize that the formalization of the inherited arrow in the model cannot be
done using rst-order logic. This is because the computation (see Denition 7) of the to object
of the inherited arrow in the model, appr inher(c a ), is non-monotonic. Obviously, as additional
information augments the candidate class set cand class(c a ), the class hmin (which is the to
object of the inherited arrow) is modied.
0

0

The unary predicates O(x), I (x), A(x), T (x), C (x), and AC (x) express that x is a real object, real individual,
real arrow, real token, real class, and real arrow class, respectively.
y
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7. COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK
It is quite common to assign a set of properties to objects via the type concept, which is also
intimately connected with the semantics of property inheritance. To establish a framework for the
comparison of our model with related ones, we briey review the type concept and we distinguish
two categories of data models with respect to their treatment of property inheritance.
In object-oriented systems and some extensible systems 20, 8], a type is a set of properties and
types are related through the subtype relationship in a type hierarchy 7]. A type T is a subtype
of a type T i T supports all properties of T with the same or more rened value (property
renement). T may have additional properties. Properties of T that appear in supertypes of T
are called inherited, whereas properties of T that do not appear in any of the supertypes of T are
called local.
Classes correspond to collections of objects and are related through the subclass relationship
in a class hierarchy. Each class C has a set of properties (local or inherited) and a unique most
specic type, called type of C . The properties of a class are exactly those of its type. If a class C
is a subclass of C then the type of C should be a subtype of the type of C .
In our model, the concept of property renement corresponds to the concept of property specialization by restriction (Risa). Let T be a subtype of T . If a property p of T is related to a
property p of T through the Risa relation then we can say that p renes the property inherited
from p . In contrast, if p is not related with any of the properties of T through the Risa relation
then p is considered a property additional to those of T .
The type of a class in a class hierarchy depends on the semantics of property inheritance.
We distinguish data models with respect to property inheritance into two kinds: extension data
models and re nement data models. In extension data models, all property denitions within a
class are considered to dene local properties of the class and not to rene inherited properties.
Thus, the type of a class C is the union of the local properties of C and the local properties of
all superclasses of C . In renement data models, property denitions within a class either rene
inherited properties (by restricting their value ) or dene local properties of the class.
Let C be a class with a property p and C be a subclass of C . In extension data models,
the only way that p can be related to p through the Isa or Risa relation is by expressing their
relation using a constraint language (outside the inheritance mechanism). Examples of extension
data models are the extended ER model 29], the extended UI model 27] and the \Living in a
Lattice" data model 15].
In renement data models, on the other hand, properties inherited by a subclass may be rened
by restricting the value of the original property. If a property p of a class C renes a property p of
a superclass C of C then the relationship between p and p is expressed in our model by the Risa
relation. However, in renement data models, the only way that p can be related to p through
the Isa relation is by expressing this relation using a constraint language (outside the inheritance
mechanism). For example (see Figure 1), the class Art collector has a property collects and its
subclass Painting collector also has a property collects. The semantics that renement data models
give to Painting collector is that painting collectors collect only paintings. As we have explained
in the Introduction, this is not the intended semantics for Painting collector.
In renement data models, the type of a class can be determined by visiting the classes in the
hierarchy as follows: (i) First, visit all classes that have no superclasses, (ii) after visiting all classes
of the previous step, continue with their immediate subclasses with the constraint that a class is
visited only when all of its superclasses have already been visited.
Assume that we currently visit a class C . Obviously, the type of the immediate superclasses
of C is already known. The class C inherits all properties with distinct origin of its immediate
superclasses.
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In this work, the authors propose strategies for resolving property name ambiguities appearing in queries.
If a property p is inherited from a property p and p is inherited from a property p then we say that p is
transitively inherited from p . If a property p is transitively inherited from a local property p then we say that
the origin of p is p .
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If two such inherited properties have the same name then the inherited properties should
be renamed. As in this paper we do not deal with property name conicts, we treat renamed
inherited properties similarly to other inherited properties. If two properties p and p of an
immediate superclass of C have the same origin then renement data models usually adopt one of
the following approaches:
Approach 1: Only one of p and p is inherited. The selection of the inherited property is done
automatically or is left to the user. Such data models are the ORION data model 3] and
the O2 data model 13].
Approach 2: One or both of p and p are inherited. Such data model is the ODE data model 1].
Approach 3: The constraint is enforced that p and p must have identical values. If this constraint
is satised then the properties inherited by class C from p and p coincide and the value of
the inherited property is the common value of p and p . Such data model is the POSTGRES
data model 26, 28].
Approach 4: The properties inherited by class C from p and p coincide to a single property
whose value is a subclass of the values of p , p . However, this subclass is not a known class.
This approach is followed by traditional frame-based models 14], terminological languages
4, 24, 21, 2], and the deductive object-oriented language F-logic 19].
The value of an inherited property rened in class C is as specied in the renement declaration.
Having determined the properties inherited by C and their values, the type of C is the set of
properties inherited by C union the local properties of C .
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Fig. 20: Example of Property Inheritance When Properties Have the Same Origin

The problem with Approach 1 is that as only one of p and p is inherited by class C , the type of
C may not be a subtype of the type of one of its superclasses. For example, in Figure 20, the class
0

00

Only car-boat factory has two immediate superclasses: Only car factory and Only boat factory.
Additionally, the property produces of Vehicle factory is the common origin of the properties
produces of Only car factory (denoted by p ) and produces of Only boat factory (denoted by p ).
If Only car-boat factory inherits only property p then the type of Only car-boat factory is not a
subtype of Only boat factory. Thus, it is possible to have instances of Only car-boat factory that
produce cars which are not boats.
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We say that a class is known if it is explicitly declared by the user, or it is the greatest lower bound of classes
explicitly declared by the user.
Terminological languages are sometimes referred to as description logics.
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Approach 2 presents the same problem with Approach 1, if only one of p and p is inherited
by class C . If both of p and p are inherited by C then the corresponding inherited properties
are considered to be independent though they semantically correspond to the same property. For
example, in Figure 20, the class Only car-boat factory will have one property inherited from p and
a dierent property inherited from p . This implies that an only car-boat factory can produce cars
that are not boats and boats that are not cars. Clearly, this is not the intended semantics for Only
car-boat factory.
Though Approach 3 does not have the subtyping problems of Approaches 1 and 2, the enforced
constraint for p and p (identical values) is too strict. For example, in Figure 20, the only way
that Only car-boat factory is allowed to be subclass of both Only car factory and Only boat factory
is by dening a property produces of Only car-boat factory whose value is a subclass of both Car
and Boat. In the case that no class exists that corresponds to this value, one should be created by
the user just for this reason.
In Approach 4, the value of the inherited property is a subclass of the values of p and p .
However, this subclass is not a known class. Additionally, it does not have subclasses that are
known classes. For example, in Figure 20, the value of the property inherited by Only car-boat
factory from the properties p and p is a subclass of the classes Car and Boat. However, this
subclass is not a known class and does not have subclasses that are known classes. In contrast, in
our model, the value of the inherited property is a known class (the greatest lower bound of Car
and Boat). Additionally, the known class Military amphibious vehicle is a subclass of this value.
Data models based on terminological languages 4, 24, 21, 2], support the taxonomic representation of concepts , where concepts are described in terms of other concepts and necessary and
sucient conditions on their properties (called roles). Based on their denitions, concepts are
automatically put into a hierarchy where a concept is below the concepts it specializes. Additionally, concepts inherit properties and property value constraints from the concepts above in the
hierarchy. Local and inherited property value constraints are combined to rene the value of the
property. In fact, terminological languages are renement data models that follow Approach 4.
In contrast to our data model, terminological languages do not treat concepts and their properties in a uniform way. Specically, they do not consider properties to be concepts, on their own.
Therefore, properties are not organized in an inheritance hierarchy, and do not have their own
properties. Additionally, terminological languages do not support meta-concepts. Therefore, they
cannot support uniform querying at instance and schema level.
The terminological language system KL-ONE 4] supports the RoleSet Dierentiation construct,
which is close to the Isa relation between properties in our model. Additionally, KL-ONE supports
the RoleSet Restriction construct, which is close to the Risa relation of our model. Yet, in contrast
to Isa and Risa relations in our model, RoleSet Dierentiation and RoleSet Restriction do not
interact to relate the inherited properties with other properties and to rene the value of the
inherited properties.
In fact, except KL-ONE, none of the above models supports Isa relations between properties.
Thus, in contrast to our model, the value of an inherited property cannot be rened based on the
interaction of Isa and Risa relations between properties. For an example, refer to Figure 21. In our
model (see Figure 21 (a)), the property collects paintings of Painting collector is a subclass of the
property collects of Art collector. Additionally, the property collects of Only oil-painting collector
is a restriction subclass of the property collects of Art collector. From our inference rules, we derive
that the value of the property inherited by Only oil-painting collector from the property collects
paintings of Painting collector is Oil painting. In contrast, in models that follow Approaches 1, 2,
and 3 (see Figure 21 (b)), the value of the inherited property is Painting. In models that follow
Approach 4, the value of the inherited property is a subclass of Painting but not necessarily the
class Oil painting.
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We say that a class is known if it is explicitly declared by the user, or it is the greatest lower bound of classes
explicitly declared by the user.
Concepts correspond to individual simple-classes, in our data model.
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Fig. 21: (a) Property Inheritance in Our Model, (b) Property Inheritance in Other Models

For another example, refer to Figure 2. In our model, the value of the property inherited by
Rich painting collector is a new class which is the greatest lower bound of Painting and Expensive
art object. In contrast, in models that follow Approaches 1, 2, and 3, the value of the inherited
property is Painting. In models that follow Approach 4, the value of the inherited property is a
subclass of Painting but not necessarily a suclass of Expensive art object.
A model, that like ours is based on concepts from Telos 23] is ConceptBase 18]. ConceptBase
is a system that integrates deductive and object-oriented database features in a pragmatic way,
and seems to have achieved a relatively large practical success. However, in ConceptBase, the
value of an inherited property is the same as that of the original property. In contrast, inheritance
in our model supports value renement. This is due to the fact that the combined use of Isa and
Risa relations allows us to derive that the value domain of the inherited property is subclass of
several classes.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that several rich data models recently proposed, e.g.
PSM 16] and ORM 5], do not provide formalizations of property inheritance.
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied a particular form of knowledge inference, namely, property
inheritance. Our motivation comes from the fact that when the properties of a class are semantically
related, confusion may arise as to what the class really means.
Conventional systems cope with the problem by imposing a priori one of possibly many interpretations for the class. Our approach is to support multiple semantics and let the user choose
the intended semantics for each class. To this end, we have proposed constructs that provide support for dierent semantics of inheritance. The inference rules supporting these constructs provide
automatic renement of the value of the inherited properties and useful information at schema
level. Our approach is based on a clear separation between the real world, where information is
considered to be complete, and the model where information is incomplete. In fact, the formal
justication of the inference rules is based on relations that hold in the real world.
In this paper, properties are inherited from classes to subclasses. However, property inheritance
can also take place from a class to its instances. This kind of inheritance is called instance inheritance. For example, assume that class Art collector has a property collects with value Art object
and let p denote this property. Every instance o of Art collector can instance-inherit a property
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from p indicating that o collects art objects. A possible value of the instance-inherited property is
Art object. However, this value can be rened based on relations of p with other properties. Other
information declared by the user, may be utilized for this purpose. We currently investigate (i) new
structures allowing the user to express information about the values of properties of o (the exact
property values may be unknown), and (ii) inference rules that will support these new structures
and lead to renement of the value of the instance-inherited properties.
In this paper, we have followed the classical logic view of the real world, according to which In
and Isa relations can always be evaluated to 0 (false) or 1(true). However, this may not always
be possible. For example, non-boolean logics, such as fuzzy logic 30, 31], take a more general
approach by considering that constraint satisfaction is associated with a degree of truth between
0 (false) and 1 (true). Further work is needed to extend our model to account for the non-boolean
logic view of the real world.
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APPENDIX A: PROOFS
In the proofs, the real object represented by an object in the model is denoted by the same
symbol as that of the model object but with the letters in capital.

ISA FACTS Proofs Let O be any real object and C , C , C be any real classes.
0

00

Fact 1 If ISA(C C ) and IN(O C ) then IN(O C ).
0

0

As ISA(C C ), the extension of C is a subset of the extension of C . Thus, from the fact
that O is an instance of C , it follows that O is an instance of C .
2
Fact 2 ISA(C C ).
It follows directly from the denition of the ISA relation.
2
Fact 3 If ISA(C C ) and ISA(C  C ) then ISA(C C ).
First we consider the case where C , C , C are real individual classes. As ISA(C C ) and
ISA(C  C ) the extension of C is a subset of the extension of C . Thus, it holds that ISA(C C ).
Next we consider the case where C , C , C are real arrow classes. From the facts ISA(C C )
and ISA(C  C ), we derive that (i) ISA(from(C ) from(C )), (ii) ISA(to(C ) to(C )), and (iii) the
extension of C is a subset of the extension of C . Thus, it holds that ISA(C C ).
2
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Proof.

0

0

Proof.
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Proof.
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Fact 4 If ISA(C C ) and ISA(C  C ) then C coincides with C .
0

0

0

First we consider the case where C , C are real individual classes. As ISA(C C ) and
ISA(C  C ) the extension of C equals the extension of C . Thus, from the individual equality
assumption, C coincides with C .
Next we consider the case that C , C are real arrow classes. From the facts ISA(C C ) and
ISA(C  C ), we derive that (i) from(C ) coincides with from(C ), (ii) to(C ) coincides with to(C ),
and (iii) the extension of C equals the extension of C . Thus, from the arrow equality assumption,
C coincides with C .
2
0

Proof.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Isa RULES: Soundness Proofs

The soundness of the Isa rules follows directly from the ISA Facts.

Proposition 1 Let A be a real arrow class from a real class C to a real class D . Let C
0

0

0

be any subclass of C and A1 , A2 be any real arrow classes. If RISA(A1 A ), RISA(A2  A ),
ISA(from(A1 ) from(A2 )) and ISA(to(A1 ) to(A2 )) then RISA(A1 A2 ).
0

0

0

We will rst show that the arrow classes A1 , A2 have the same extension. Let X be
an instance of A1 . From the fact that RISA(A1 A ), it follows that X is an instance of A . As
ISA(from(A1 ) from(A2 )), it follows that from(X ) is an instance of from(A2 ). From the fact that
RISA(A2 A ), it follows that X is an instance of A2 . From the facts that ISA(from(A1 ) from(A2 )),
ISA(to(A1 ) to(A2 )), and the extension of A1 is subset of the extension of A2 , it follows that
ISA(A1  A2 ).
Let X be an instance of A2 whose from object is an instance of from(A1 ). From the fact that
RISA(A2 A ), it follows that X is an instance of A . From the facts that RISA(A1 A ), X is an
instance of A , and from(X ) is an instance of A1 , it follows that X is an instance of A1 . Thus,
all conditions of Denition 3 (RISA) hold and Proposition 1 follows.
2
Proof.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Risa RULES: Soundness Proofs Let x a1 a2 a3 be arrows. Then we have:
Rule 1 If Risa(a1 a2) then Isa(a1 a2).
Proof.

It follows directly from condition (i) in the Denition 3 (Risa).

2

Rule 2 If Risa(a1 a2), In(x a2) and In(from(x) from(a1 )) then In(x a1).
Proof.

It follows directly from condition (ii) in the Denition 3 (Risa).

2

Rule 3 If Isa(a1 a3), Risa(a2 a3), Isa(from(a1 ) from(a2 )), and Isa(to(a1) to(a2 )) then
Isa(a1  a2 ).

Let A1 , A2 , A3 be the real object represented by objects a1 , a2 , a3 , respectively. If X is
an instance of A1 then from(X ) is an instance of from(A1 ) and thus, an instance of from(A2 ).
As it holds that ISA(A1  A3 ), we have that X is an instance of A3 . Then, as RISA(A2 A3 ), we
obtain that X is an instance of A2 . Thus, we have that ISA(A1  A2 ).
2
Proof.

Rule 4 If Risa(a1 a2), Risa(a2 a3) then Risa(a1 a3).
Let A1 , A2 , A3 be the real object represented by objects a1 , a2 , a3 , respectively. From
the facts that Risa(a1 a2 ) and Risa(a2  a3 ), it follows that RISA(A1 A2 ) and RISA(A2  A3 ). Thus,
from ISA Fact 3 (transitivity), it follows that ISA(A1  A3 ). Let X be an instance of A3 such that
from(X ) is an instance of from(A1 ). From RISA(A2  A3 ), we derive that X is also an instance of
A2 . Then, from RISA(A1 A2 ), we derive that X is also an instance of A1 . Therefore, it holds that
RISA(A1 A3 ), and thus Risa(a1 a3 ).
2
Proof.
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Rule 5 If Isa(a1 a2), Isa(a2  a3), and Risa(a1 a3) then Risa(a1 a2).

Let X be an instance of A2 such that from(X ) be an instance of from(A1 ). From
ISA(A2  A3 ), we derive that X is also an instance of A3 . Then, from RISA(A1 A3 ), we derive that
X is also an instance of A1 . From this and the fact that ISA(A1  A2 ), it follows that RISA(A1  A2 ),
and thus Risa(a1  a2 ).
2
Proof.

Proposition 3 Let a1 a2  a3 be any arrows.

If Risa(a1  a3 ), Risa(a2 a3 ), Isa(from(a1 ) from(a2 )), and Isa(to(a1 ) to(a2 )) then Risa(a1 a2 ).
From Risa Rule 3, we derive that Isa(a1  a2 ). Then, from Risa Rule 5, we derive that
Risa(a1 a2 ).
2
Proof.

Proposition 5 Let A be a real arrow class from a real class C to a real class D , and let C be
0

0

0

a subclass of C . Let D be any subclass of D such that inher cand(C A  D) is dened. Then,
inher cand(C A  D) is a restriction subclass of A .
We will rst show that inher cand(C A  D) is a subclass of A . From our assumptions, we have ISA(C C ) and ISA(D D ). Additionally, the extension of inher cand(C A  D)
is subset of the extension of A . Thus, inher cand(C A  D) is a subclass of A . The fact that
inher cand(C A  D) is a restriction subclass of A follows now from Denition 3 (RISA) and
Denition 4 (inheritance candidate arrow).
2
0

0

0

0

0

0

Proof.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Proposition 7 Let A be a real arrow class from a real class C to a real class D . Let C be a
0

0

0

subclass of C and let A be any real arrow. If Risa(A A ) and Isa(C from(A)) then inher(C A)
coincides with inher(C A ).
We will rst show that the extensions of the real arrows inher(C A) and inher(C A )
coincide. Let X be an instance of inher(C A ). Obviously, X is an instance of A and from(X )
is an instance of C . From the fact that Risa(A A ), it follows that X is an instance of A and thus
an instance of inher(C A). Going the other way, let X be an instance of inher(C A). Obviously,
X is an instance of A and from(X ) is an instance of C . From the fact that Isa(A A ), it follows
that X is an instance of A and thus an instance of inher(C A ).
Recall that the to object of an inherited arrow refers collectively to the to objects of the real
arrows in the extension of the inherited arrow. Therefore, the to objects of inher(C A) and
inher(C A ) coincide. Proposition 7 now follows from the arrow equality assumption.
2
0

0

0

0

Proof.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Theorem 9 Let A be a real arrow class from C to D and let C be a subclass of C . Let A be
0

0

0

0

any real arrow class. If Risa(inher(C A ) A) then inher(C A) coincides with inher(C A ).
We will rst show that the extensions of inher(C A) and inher(C A ) coincide. Let X
be an instance of inher(C A). Obviously, X is an instance of A and from(X ) is an instance of C .
From the fact that Risa(inher(C A ) A), it follows that X is an instance of inher(C A ). Going
the other way, let X be an instance of inher(C A ). Obviously, from(X ) is an instance of C . As
Risa(inher(C A ) A), X is instance of A. Thus, X is an instance of inher(C A).
As the to object of an inherited arrow refers collectively to the to objects of the real arrows
in the extension of the inherited arrow, the to object of inher(C A) coincides with the to object
of inher(C A ). From the arrow equality assumption, it follows that inher(C A) coincides with
inher(C A ).
2
0

0

0

Proof.

0

0

0

0

0

0

INHERITANCE RULES: Soundness Proofs Let a be an arrow from class c to class d and
0

let c be a subclass of c . Let a, a0 , a1 be any arrows.
Rule 1 Risa(inher(c a ) a ).
Directly from Proposition 6.

0

0

0

0

Proof.

0

2
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Rule 2 If Isa(inher(c a ) a1), Risa(a0 a1), and Isa(c from(a0 )) then that Isa(inher(c a ) a0).
0

0

Let C , A , A0 , A1 be the real objects represented by the objects c, a , a0 , a1 , respectively. Let X be an instance of inher(C A ). As Isa(inher(c a ) a1 ), it holds that
ISA(inher(C A ) A1 ). Therefore, X is an instance of A1 . As Risa(a0  a1 ) and Isa(c from(a0 )),
it follows that RISA(A0  A1 ) and ISA(C from(A0 )). Thus, X is an instance of A0 and therefore,
it holds that ISA(inher(C A ) A0 ).
2
Rule 3 If Isa(inher(c a ) a) then (i) Isa(to(inher(c a )) to(a)) and (ii) to(a) is in
cand class(c a ).
Let C , A , A be the real objects represented by the objects c, a , a, respectively. It is
easy to see that inher cand(C A  to(A)) is dened. Thus, from Denition 5 (candidate class set),
to(A) is in cand class(C A ) and to(a) is inserted into cand class(c a ).
2
Rule 4 If Isa(inher(c a ) inher(c a)), Isa(inher(c a) inher(c a )) then inher(c a ) coincides
with inher(c a).
Directly from ISA Fact 4 (antisymmetry).
2
0

Proof.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Proof.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Proof.

Proposition 10 Let a be an arrow from class c to class d and let c be a subclass of c .
0

0

0

0

Let a2 , a3 be arrow classes. If Risa(inher(c a ) a3 ), Risa(a2  a3 ), and Isa(c from(a2 )) then
Risa(inher(c a ) a2 ).
From Inheritance Rule 2, it is derived that Isa(inher(c a) a2 ). Then, from Inheritance
Rule 3, it is derived that Isa(to(inher(c a)) to(a2 )). Proposition 10, now follows directly from
Proposition 3.
2
0

0

Proof.

Proposition 11 Let a be an arrow from c to d and c be a subclass of c . Let A be the real arrow
0

0

0

0

0

represented by a. Then, the arrow appr inher(c a ) represents a real object which is a restriction
subclass of A .
Let hmin be the to object of appr inher(c a ) and let Hmin be the real object represented
by hmin . It holds that Isa(hmin  d ) and thus, it holds that ISA(Hmin D ). Then, from Proposition
5, the real arrow inher(C A  Hmin ) is a restriction subclass of A . As the arrow appr inher(c a )
represents the real arrow inher(C A  Hmin ), Proposition 11 follows.
2
0

0

0

Proof.

0

0

0

0

0

0

Proposition 12 Let a be an arrow from c to d and let c be a subclass of c . Let a be any arrow
0

0

0

0

class. If Risa(a a ) and Isa(c from(a)) then appr inher(c a) coincides with appr inher(c a ).
To show that appr inher(c a) coincides with appr inher(c a ), it is enough to show
that the to objects of appr inher(c a) and appr inher(c a ) coincide. This is because if hmin is
this common to object and hmin represents the real object Hmin then both appr inher(c a) and
appr inher(c a ) represent the real object inher cand(C A  Hmin ).
To show that the to objects of appr inher(c a) and appr inher(c a ) coincide, we will
show that the sets cand class(c a) and cand class(c a ) coincide. We will rst show that
Isa(inher(c a) inher(c a )). From Inheritance Rule 1, we have that Risa(inher(c a) a). As
Risa(a a ), we derive from Isa Rule 3 (transitivity) that Isa(inher(c a) a ). From Inheritance Rule 1, we have that Risa(inher(c a ) a ). As the from objects of inher(c a) and
inher(c a ) are the same, all conditions of Inheritance Rule 2 are satised. Thus, we derive that
Isa(inher(c a) inher(c a )).
We will now show that Isa(inher(c a ) inher(c a)). From Inheritance Rule 1, we have that
Risa(inher(c a ) a ). As Risa(a a ), and Isa(c from(a)), both conditions of Inheritance Rule 2
are satised. Thus, it is derived that Risa(inher(c a ) a). From Inheritance Rule 1, we derive
that Risa(inher(c a) a). As the from objects of inher(c a) and inher(c a ) are the same, all
conditions of Inheritance Rule 2 are satised. Therefore, from Inheritance Rule 2, we derive that
Isa(inher(c a ) inher(c a)).
0

0

0

Proof.

0

0
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From Inheritance Rule 4, we derive that the arrows inher(c a) and inher(c a ) coincide. As the
only rule that denes the Candidate Class set is Inheritance Rule 3, it follows that cand class(c a)
and cand class(c a ) coincide.
What follows is a second proof of the fact that sets cand class(c a) and cand class(c a ) coincide. This proof is longer than the rst one but does not make use of Inheritance Rule 4. We have
included it here as it is interesting on its own.
Let d be a class in cand class(c a). Then d is the to object of an arrow a0 such that
Isa(inher(c a) a0 ). The relation Isa(inher(c a) a0 ) is derived by applying a sequence RSeq
of the following rules: Inheritance Rule 1, Inheritance Rule 2, and Isa Rule 3 (transitivity). The
rst rule in RSeq is Inheritance Rule 1, giving Isa(inher(c a) a).
From Inheritance Rule 1, it follows that Risa(inher(c a ) a ). As Risa(a a ) and
Isa(c from(a)), it follows from Inheritance Rule 2 that Isa(inher(c a ) a). We can easily see that, as Isa(inher(c a) a0 ) is derived by the rules in RSeq (starting from the relation Isa(inher(c a) a)), the relation Isa(inher(c a ) a0 ) is also derived. Consequently, d is in
cand class(c a ).
Let d be a class in cand class(c a ). Then d is the to object of an arrow a0 such that
Isa(inher(c a ) a0 ). The relation Isa(inher(c a ) a0 ) is derived by applying a sequence RSeq
of the following rules: Inheritance Rule 1, Inheritance Rule 2, and Isa Rule 3 (transitivity). Inheritance Rule 1 is the rst rule applied, giving Isa(inher(c a ) a ).
From Inheritance Rule 1, it follows that Risa(inher(c a) a). As Risa(a a ), it follows from
Isa Rule 3 (transitivity) that Isa(inher(c a) a ). We can easily see that, as Isa(inher(c a ) a0 )
is derived by the rules in RSeq (starting from the relation Isa(inher(c a ) a ), the relation
2
Isa(inher(c a) a0 ) is also derived. Consequently, d is in cand class(c a).
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Theorem 13 Let a be an arrow from c to d and let c be a subclass of c . Let a be any arrow.
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Let A be the real arrow represented by a. If Risa(inher(c a ) a) then the inherited arrows
appr inher(c a) and appr inher(c a ) coincide.
To show that appr inher(c a) coincides with appr inher(c a ), it is enough to show
that the to objects of appr inher(c a) and appr inher(c a ) coincide. This is because if hmin is
this common to object and hmin represents the real object Hmin then both appr inher(c a) and
appr inher(c a ) represent the real object inher cand(C A  Hmin ).
To show that the to objects of appr inher(c a) and appr inher(c a ) coincide, we will show
that the sets cand class(c a) and cand class(c a ) coincide.
We will rst show that Isa(inher(c a) inher(c a )). From Inheritance Rule 1, it is derived
that Risa(inher(c a) a). Note that from object of inher(c a) coincides with the the from object
of inher(c a ). As it holds (from our assumptions) that Risa(inher(c a ) a), all conditions of
Inheritance Rule 2 are satised. Thus, it follows that Isa(inher(c a) inher(c a )) holds.
We will now show that Isa(inher(c a ) inher(c a)). It holds (from our assumptions) that
Risa(inher(c a ) a). From Inheritance Rule 1, we derive that Risa(inher(c a) a). Note that
from object of inher(c a) coincides with the from object of inher(c a ). As all conditions of
Inheritance Rule 2 are satised, it follows that Isa(inher(c a ) inher(c a)) holds.
From Inheritance Rule 4, it is derived that arrows inher(c a) and inher(c a ) coincide. As the
only rule that denes the Candidate Class set is Inheritance Rule 3, it follows that cand class(c a)
and cand class(c a ) coincide.
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Theorem 15 Let a be an arrow from c to d and let c be a subclass of c . Let a be any
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arrow and let A be the real arrow represented by a. If Isa(inher(c a ) a) then the real arrow
represented by appr inher(c a) is subclass of A.
Let hmin be the to object of appr inher(c a) and let Hmin be the real object represented by hmin . As Isa(inher(c a ) a), the object to(a) is in cand class(c a ). Therefore,
Isa(hmin  to(a)) and thus, ISA(Hmin  to(A)). From the fact that Isa(inher(c a ) a), it follows
that ISA(inher(C A ) A) and ISA(C from(A)). As inher cand(C A  Hmin ) and inher(C A )
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have the same extension, it follows from Denition 2 (ISA) that ISA(inher cand(C A  Hmin ) A).2
0

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION ALGORITHMS AND CONSISTENCY CHECKING
The algorithm Derive Isa Risa() returns the set of Isa and Risa relations derived through
the inference rules. The algorithm Derive In() returns the set of In relations derived through the
inference rules. Finally, the algorthm Check Consistency() checks the consistency of the model.

Derive Isa Risa(Input: E Isa, E Risa, Output: D Isa, D Risa)
% E Isa, E Risa are the initial sets of Isa and Risa relations.
% D Isa, D Risa are the sets of Isa and Risa relations derived through the inference rules.
var D Isaold D Isanew  D Risaold D Risanew 
let D Isaold = fg let D Risaold = fg
let D Isanew = E Isa let D Risanew = E Risa
while (D Isaold 6= D Isanew ) _ (D Isaold 6= D Isanew ) f
let H Isa be the heads of all instantiations of Isa Rule 2, Isa Rule 3, Risa Rule 1, and Risa
Rule 3, whose bodies are true w.r.t. D Isanew  D Risanew 
let D Isaold = D Isanew  D Isanew = D Isaold  H Isa
let H Risa be the heads of all instantiations of Risa Rules 4 and 5, whose bodies are true w.r.t.
D Isanew  D Risanew 
let D Risaold = D Risanew  D Risanew = D Risaold  H Risa
g

let D Isa = D Isanew  let D Risa = D Risanew 
return
Derive In(Input: E In, E Isa, E Risa, Output: D In)

% E In, E Isa, and E Risa are the initial sets of In, Isa, and Risa relations.
% D In is the set of In relations derived through the inference rules.
var D Inold D Innew  D Isa D Risa
call Derive Isa Risa(E Isa, E Risa, D Isa, D Risa)
let D Inold = fg
let D Innew = E In
while D Inold 6= D Innew f
let H In be the heads of all instantiations of Isa Rule 1 and Risa Rule 2, whose bodies are true
w.r.t. D Innew  D Isa  D Risa
let D Inold = D Innew D Innew = D Inold  H In
g

let D In = D Innew 
return
Check Consistency(Input: E In, E Isa, E Risa, Output: cons flag)

% E In, E Isa, E Risa are the sets of In, Isa, and Risa relations declared by the user.
% cons flag is a ag that indicates if the model is consistent or not.
var D In D Isa D Risa
call Derive Isa Risa(E Isa, E Risa, D Isa, D Risa)
call Derive In(E In, D Isa, D Risa, D In)
if all instantiations of the semantic constraints are true w.r.t. D In  D Isa  D Risa
then cons flag = True
else cons flag = False
return
Let N be the number of objects that are declared by the user. It easily follows that the
complexity of the above algorithms is O(N 2 ). This is because the maximum number of objects
related through the Isa (resp. Risa, In) relations is N 2 .

